Managed Services
Expertly Managed Cloud and IT Services

A trusted partner who can help. Insuresoft’s Managed Services provide the tools, the expertise,
and the delivery framework to provide business-aligned, integrated and secure solutions. Our
Managed Services team helps insurers reduce IT operating expenditures and allows in-house
technology teams to be more strategic and innovative.

Don’t Face IT Challenges Alone
Insuresoft’s experienced insurance industry technology professionals support a wide range of technologies and
solutions across all P&C lines of business. Start getting the technology support you need with our IT Assessment.

IT Assessment:
Insuresoft’s IT Assessment Services focus on several important areas of technology: scalability, high
availability, disaster recovery, performance and security.In addition to your core insurance processing system,
we also analyze your communication systems, web hosting, and overall security processes. And we are flexible pick and choose which services best fit your needs. If you face tough IT questions about your business, we can
help by customizing an Assessment Package that is just perfect for you! Check out our list of services, and
ask yourself one important question - why not call us?

Assessment Services
Scalability

Are you worried about your infrastructure handling the growth of your business?
Let us assess your ability to scale. We will look at your infrastructure from top to
bottom and provide suggestions to help your IT grow directly in-line with your
business.

High Availability

Do you lose sleep at night worrying about outages? Failures can be detrimental
to your business. It is important to have redundancy across all layers. Insuresoft
can help to build a HA environment for your application to run on. From
network, to server, we do it all!

Disaster Recovery

Are your backups working? If you lose your datacenter, what happens now?
And how much data do you lose if your infrastructure goes down? Insuresoft
can help with Disaster Recovery planning and secondary site hosting. Managed
backups take the what ifs out of your hands and make them our responsibility.
We will monitor and confirm backups, bring up emergency instances in the
event of a disaster, and help you determine your acceptable amount of data
loss per your budget.

Performance

Are users complaining about the speed of your applications? We know the
intricate workings of the application and triage problems quickly. We’ll find the
bottleneck and provide you suggestions for speeding up those data requests.
Our Managed Services include SQL database performance monitoring and
tuning and server/network monitoring.

Security

When auditors need a vulnerability scan, what do you do? Our experts can help
to streamline the process, reducing your effort in the project. Are you worried
about a data breach? We can complete a full review and provide peace of
mind by minimizing the chance of a data breach occurring. We will review your
current security and give suggestions to help make it more secure. Knowing
all the devices that are connected to your network is the first step to securing
your environment. The full vulnerability scan includes monitoring your patches,
ports, devices, updates, security ciphers, encryptions, social engineering, and
phishing. We will scan and assess your entire infrastructure and return results in a
simple to read format – high, medium, or low severity.
Insuresoft Managed Services, the right answer to tough questions.

For more information on Insuresoft call (866) 299-1314,
email sales@insuresoft.com, or visit www.insuresoft.com.
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